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Purpose
We need Realistic CCSN models
Comparable to observations.
Realistic model… based on 3D self-consistent simulations
without any arbitrary parameters.
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2D simulations
Mass accretion is important!
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high M → high Lν → high Q → high Eexp
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in 1-2 s after bounce （if they explode）.
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3D CCSN simulation for a spherical 15M progenitor star with a
1.3 km. → Shock revival.
parametric vθ perturbation in 1,000 - 5,000

w/o initial vθ
Figure 1. Example of the initial θ -velocity perturbations applied in this study.
Shown is the a meridional slice of the Mach number of the θ -direction velocity.
The arrows in the outer ring of perturbations show the local velocity directions.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2 shows several entropy volume renderings for models

w/ initial vθ

Figure 2. Volume renderings of entropy for models n0m0 fheat 1.02 (left column)
and n5m2 fheat 1.02 (right column) at three different postbounce times, from
top to bottom: 100 ms, 200 ms, and 300 ms. The spatial scale is noted at the
bottom of each pane and increases with time. The PNS is visible in the center
of the renderings, marked by a magenta constant-density contour with value
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We want to construct independent 1-Behte CCSN models
1.2
employing different progenitor models and numerical code.
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Numerical scheme
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Progenitor model（ Yoshida+19
1.4 ）
3D stellar evolution of 25M progenitor for 100 s before collapse.
1.3
→ O-shell burning drives large
convective motions in Si/O layer.
→ Mapping the vr profile on1.2
1D progenitor for the initial condition.

Si/O layer（2490-11400km）
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Yoshida+’19
odel 25M at t=0 s (top left), 10 s (top right), 30 s (middle
left), 75 s (middle right), 90 s

e is available, showing the time variation from t=0 to 105 s. The animation duration is 13 s.
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Progenitor model（ Yoshida+19
1.4 ）
3D stellar evolution of 25M progenitor for 100 s before collapse.
1.3
→ O-shell burning drives large
convective motions in Si/O layer.
→ Mapping the vr profile on1.2
1D progenitor for the initial condition.

Core-collapse simulations
2D/3D simulation by means1.1of 3DnSNE code （Takiwaki+18）.
ν transport ：3-flavor IDSA scheme, 20 energy bins (<300 MeV)
1.0

100
EoS
：LS220 + 0Boltzmann gas
Time after bounce [ms]
nuclear network ：13-α (He-Ni) simple network calculation

spatial resolution：0 ≤ r ≤ 104 km, 600(r)x128(θ) or 600x64x128(φ)
Inputted non-spherical structures
rp: random density perturbation (< 0.01%)
vp: radial velocity perturbation based on 3D stellar evolution.
（vturbl.~ ±108 cm/s, much smaller than vinfall~ -109cm/s）

Results - 1D/2D simulations
1D （spherical）
No explosion.

rp: random density perturbation (< 0.01%).
vp: radial velocity perturbation from 3D
stellar evolution calculation.
1D mass shell trajectory diagram

Average shock radius
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stellar evolution calculation.
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Results - 1D/2D simulations
1D （spherical）
No explosion.
2D with rp
Shock revival at ~ 260ms,

rp: random density perturbation (< 0.01%).
vp: radial velocity perturbation from 3D
stellar evolution calculation.
1D mass shell trajectory diagram

earlier than the infall time of
the convective region.
We shift the inner
radius of the region
inward.
2D with rp+vp
Inputted velocity
perturbation assists early
shock revival (~ 150ms).

Average shock radius

hing” method of Rampp & Janka (2002).

Figure 3. Top panel: Evolution of the maximum, minimum and average
shock radius (thick solid and dashed curves), the gain radius (dotted) and
the radii corresponding to densities of 1011 g cm 3 and 1012 g cm 3 (thin
solid lines) for models s18-1D (black), s18-3Dr (blue), and s18-3D (red).
500
Bottom panel: Mass accretion rate Ṁ for s18-1D, s18-3Dr, and s18-3D,
measured at a radius of 400 km.

No explosion.
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The evolution of the models starts to diverge around 150 ms
300
after bounce
with slightly larger shock radii in models s18-3D and
s18-3Dr, This is well before the arrival of the Si/O shell interface at
200-250 ms, but convection in the O shell can already make itself
200
felt by generating density perturbations in the stable Si shell (via
g-mode excitation), which will then undergo amplification during
collapse (Lai
100& Goldreich 2000). Shortly before the arrival of the
Si/O shell interface, the density perturbations ahead of the shock
can already become sizeable. To quantify the level of pre-shock
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Results - 1D/2D simulations
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at a radius 0.10
r of 250 km (Figure 6, top panel).
Prior to the arrival of the Si/O interface, the scale of the infalling density perturbations remains small, however. Only once
the O shell0.05
reaches the shock do we observe large-scale density
perturbations in s18-3D and s18-3Dr with angular wavenumbers
` ⇡ 2 corresponding to the dominant convective eddies in the pre0.00 This is illustrated by Figure 6 (bottom panel),
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Results - 3D simulations
3D with rp
Successful shock revival.

rp: random density perturbation (< 0.01%).
vp: radial velocity perturbation from 3D
stellar evolution calculation.

Results - 3D simulations
3D with rp
Successful shock revival.
3D with vp
Earlier shock revival,
will be produce more
energetic explosion.

rp: random density perturbation (< 0.01%).
vp: radial velocity perturbation from 3D
stellar evolution calculation.

Summary
ü Numerical (self-consistent) CCSN models have been suffered
from small explosion energy （<1051erg）.
ü One of the key inputs is non-spherical structure of CCSN
progenitors such as a convective motion driven by nuclear
shell burning.
ü We perform 3D CCSN simulation for 3D progenitor model and
confirm that the non-spherical structure helps shock revival.
ü This mechanism may be effective only when the bottom of the
Si/O layer is close to the progenitor core.

